Infrared – Thermography for buildings

Use our expertise to maintain the value
of your property and make it last.
Is the annual energy consumption of your property higher than average even though your heating system operates effectively?
Are your rooms often at an uncomfortable temperature? Let our DEKRA energy consultants check heat losses of the building
envelope and inside your building. Our heat-sensitive infrared cameras create images of possible damage and undesirable heat
bridges, even when they are behind the surface of the building‘s facade. Let us make a clear picture of your situation.

Give your customers reliability

What DEKRA offers you

Infrared thermography is a contact-free and destruction-free
measurement procedure creating graphic images and
identifying surface temperatures. DEKRA uses infrared
thermography for single-occupancy, semi-detached and
terraced houses, multi-occupancy dwellings and commercial
and industrial buildings.

As your experienced partner, we offer you expert and
independent advice on maintaining the value of your property:

Our heat-sensitive infrared cameras provide evidence of heat
losses on the building envelope and inside your property.
Abnormalities in the colouring indicate possible damage and
undesirable heat bridges, even when they are behind the
surface of the building’s facade.
Benefit from our recognised experts‘ years of experience in
infrared thermography and building physics assessment.

>> making it last - early localisation and identification of
weak points or heat bridges in the building envelope
>> optimisation of your energy consumption and your
investment costs through customised recommendations
>> early detection of latent defects
>> localisation of leaks, for example, burst water pipes
>> qualified building physics assessment
>> examination of CTIS* in new buildings or renovations
Our service offers long-term, practical collaboration, always
suited to your particular situation. Neutral and independent.
Target-orientated.
*CTIS: composite thermal insulation systems

Save energy, reduce costs – and increase the reliability of your property at the same time
Thermography is not new, but our technology certainly is. Not all forms of thermography are the same, which is why we at DEKRA
only use the latest generation of high-resolution precision technology. Your clear advantage: no risk of defective measurements or
inaccurate measurement values, that conventional appliances can often deliver.

Benefit from the experience of DEKRA experts
The DEKRA thermography portfolio covers single-occupancy, semi-detached and terraced houses, multi-occupancy dwellings and
commercial and industrial buildings and provides the following services:

On-site
appraisal

>> Report on the
constructional state
of your property

Measurement

>> DEKRA energy consultant
takes measurements and
makes infrared images

Weak point
Detection

>> Detection of abnormal
points on the property
itself

>> Qualified evaluation of
the infrared images incl.
recommendations for
eliminating weak points
in your property

Our experience

Other services you benefit from

Reliability is the key word. How we provide it.
Whether you need information or advice, measurements, testing
or certification - we are always at your service. That’s more than
just an empty phrase. DEKRA is your reliable service provider,
serving you with an all around, uniform range of services and
consistent quality. For your regional or your global operations,
DEKRA is your partner.

Our experts are also happy to advise you on the following
subjects:

For the full picture of our portfolio of services concerning energy we
invite you to contact us directly.

>> Energy Performance Certificate
>> Energy Potential Checks
>> Energy Potential Analysis
>> Energy Efficiency Certificate
>> Energy Efficiency Consultancy
>> Blower Door Test
>> Detailed heat bridge analysis
>> Quality tests during construction work

We will be delighted to discuss your visions and needs with you.
And much more.
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